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TO THE GALAXY
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Dr Alan Duffy, a Postdoctoral
Research Fellow at the University of
Melbourne, is using supercomputers
to create simulations of the Universe
as a way to understand the
formation of galaxies such as the
Milky Way. He’s also taking
astronomy to the masses through a
movie, talks at schools and even a
skit at the Adelaide Fringe Festival.
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Dr Alan Duffy is an Australian-based astrophysicist looking for something that’s very
hard to find.

“Imagine trying to search for something that you can’t see,” he says. “You don’t
know what it looks like, what it’s made of, or where it is. But you do know that nearly
80 per cent of the mass of the Universe is made up of it. At least we’ve been able to
name it – it’s called Dark Matter.”

Duffy considers understanding Dark Matter one of the greatest challenges of the
21st century. Why? Because understanding the missing 80 per cent of the mass of
the Universe will help us understand fundamental questions such as: ‘Why is the
Universe is as it is?’, ‘Where did it come from?’ and ‘How has it evolved over billions
of years?’ 

Currently a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the University of Melbourne, Duffy first
moved to Australia from the UK in 2009 as a Postdoctoral Research Associate at the
International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research (ICRAR) at the University of
Western Australia. He still collaborates with the centre as an Adjunct Postdoctoral
Research Associate. Prior to relocating to Perth, he completed a Master of Physics
and a PhD in Astronomy at the University of Manchester and studied at the
University of Amsterdam and Leiden Observatory through the European Union
undergraduate European Exchange Program

For Duffy the most exciting part of his work is that he gets to create simulations of
the Universe on supercomputers. Some of these simulations have appeared on the
big screen in a 20 minute movie called Dark, which he co-wrote and presented.

So far it’s screened at about 40 planetariums across Australia, the US, the UK, the
Ukraine, Italy, Russia, Spain, Malaysia, Macau, Greece and Mexico and has been
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translated into Russian, Italian and two Indian dialects.

The idea for Dark came when Duffy was working with Associate Professor Paul
Bourke, director of iVEC@UWA (mailto:iVEC@UWA), to turn his simulations into
immersive visualisations. They decided it would be fun to take research grade
simulations to the general public. Bourke was Dark’s producer, along with Dr Peter
Morse, a filmmaker and computer visualisation expert, who also directed the movie.

Duffy says: “What we had in mind, rather than wait the usual five to ten years for
science to kind of filter down to the general audience, was to see if we could take
some cutting-edge research and present that in an easily understood way. People
are seeing it essentially in the same year that I created it.”

He explains quite complex ideas such as Dark Matter and cosmology and gives a
run-down of his simulations, which stem from the fact that astronomers can’t perform
repeatable experiments on distant galaxies. Instead they rely on photos taken by
ever more powerful telescopes.

“What we do have is a series of stunning images, these snapshots in time, of stars
forming and galaxies colliding,” says Duffy. “And we can use those to try and infer
what’s going on underneath. To do that, we use powerful supercomputers to
simulate the stars, and even entire galaxies. This gives astronomers a kind of
laboratory where we can test physical theories and observe galaxies and stars
colliding as many different ways as we want, over and over again.”

Since joining the University of Melbourne in July 2012, Duffy has been part of a team
working with Professor Stuart Wyithe, who was awarded an Australian Laureate
Fellowship to research how the first galaxies formed just after the Big Bang.

It’s a research topic that would be difficult to test – except that NASA is working on
the successor to the Hubble telescope, the James Webb Space Telescope, which
will be powerful enough to detect those first galaxies. It’s slated for release in 2018.

“We are trying to ensure Australia is ahead of the game, we will have all our
predictions in place for when NASA’s new telescope comes on line,” says Duffy.
“These simulations give you a unique view of the universe where you really can
make detailed predictions and start to test the nature of the Dark Matter .”

When Duffy’s not trying to solve the mysteries of the Universe, he’s explaining these
mysteries to as wide an audience as possible, referring to himself as an “amateur
outreach communicator”.

He’s given talks on basic astronomy topics at science conferences, schools,
museums, Rotary Clubs, Pints in the Sky pub events and even done a skit at the
Adelaide Fringe Festival.

“It was pretty fun, but it was absolutely the most terrifying thing I had ever done at
that point,” he says. “It ended up getting pretty mad; we ranged from DNA to Higgs
Boson to the day in the life of an astronomer.”

However, the talks he enjoys the most are the ones he gives at schools, where his
audience asks him the most outrageous things because they are not afraid of asking
‘silly questions’.

Duffy pay homage to the first astronomers in Australia, pointing out to the school
children that Aboriginals were at the cutting edge of understanding the night sky until
the 1600s when Europe caught up.

“I try to demonstrate that you can understand this invisible Dark Matter by seeing its
effects on the gas and stars that you can see,” he says. “An analogy that often works
is that even though you can’t see the wind you can see its effects on the blowing of
trees and the rustling of leaves. Once they get that idea, they are very comfortable
with being able to interpret a spinning galaxy with this idea that there is a larger halo
of this Dark Matter surrounding it.”

Visit the Dark Movie website (http://darkthemovie.info/)

Dr Duffy's TEDx talk (http://tedxtalks.ted.com/video/TEDx-Northbridge-Dr-Alan-
Duffy%20)
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